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Abstract
The precision of electron microprobe analyseshas been investigated as a function of
elementalconcentration and a rigorous derivation is presentedfor the K-factor equation K
: S/\re (where S is the measuredstandarddeviation and C the element oxide concentration). It is shown that K is not a constant, but is dependenton element sensitivity and
counting times. If counting times for each element are adjusted, for example, such that
50,000 counts would be accumulatedat the lWo oxide level, then it is shown that for a
homogeneousmaterial, Poissoncounting errors in any element at any concentration level
will fall within the limits of 0.014 Ve < S < 0.042 \re.
This relationship has been tested by the analysisof homogeneousminerals. Further data
are presented to show that this expression can be used to discriminate inhomogeneous
mineral phases and that it is fully compatible in this respect with Boyd's homogeneity
index. The equations apply equally to X-ray fluorescenceanalytical data where counting
elTors are also controlled by Poisson counting statistics.
Introduction
The electron microprobe has gainedwide acceptancein
the field ofgeological sciencesas an essentialtool in the
quantitative analysis of minerals (Sweatman and Long,
1969).To facilitate this, a considerable amount of work
has been undertaken to investigatecorrection procedures
to convert apparent to true elemental concentrations.
Nevertheless, there is a general consensus that it is
desirableto calibrate such instruments using minerals of
similar composition to the samples to be analyzed thus
minimizing matrix correction uncertainties (Reed, 1975,
p. 187;Jarosewichet al., 1980;Smellie, 1972).
Silicate mineral standards must satisfy rigorous criteria. As well as being stable under the electron beam and
capableof taking a high degreeof polish, suitable minerals must be both homogeneousand have an independent
chemical analysis representativeof the material down to
the micron level. In consequence,there are few internationally available sourcesof calibrated mineral standards.
This work presents a new criterion for assessingthe
precision of microprobe data which can further be used to
evaluate the homogeneity of mineral standards.
Background
The generally acceptedtest for mineral homogeneityin
microprobe analysis was proposed by Boyd et al. (1967).
Their method involves the calculation of a homogeneity
index equal to SI/VN; where Sr is the standarddeviation
ofanalyzed count data and N is the total number ofX-ray
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counts accumulated during an individual measurement.
\A therefore representsthe ideal Poisson counting statistical error (Bertin, ln5, p. 474). Boyd et al. reasoned
that if, for a representative number of analyses, this
factor did not exceed three, then a sample could be
consideredto be homogeneous.
However it is not always convenient to calculate this
homogeneity index from sets of full mineral analyseson
modern computer-interfaced microprobe systems many
of which do not automatically provide total accumulated
count data. Nor is it obvious how to apply this index to
some energy dispersive systemswhere such data are not
routinely provided at all.
An alternative approach is to investigate the application ofa precision factor which has been proposedfor use
in whole rock X-ray fluorescenceanalysis(Jenkins, 1976,
p.l18; Lynch and de Koning, 1977).This is basedon the
work of Johnson (1967)who described the results of an
interlaboratory analysisof steel and ferrous alloys using a
wide variety of techniques. Johnson showed empirically
that a linear relation existed between S and VC where C
is the mean concentration of an element. Data from
chemically homogeneous materials were effectively
bracketedby two lines having values ofthe proportionality constant K between 0.fiD and 0.(X7. Johnson further
showed that the same relationship held in data obtained
during a comparableanalysis of ceramic materials (Bennett and Hawley, 196l) but with the magnitudeof K now
in the range0.050 to 0.400. It has been suggested(Lynch
and de Koning, 1977)that the greater range for ceramics
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indicates that either these materials are not as easy to
analyzeas steels or are /ess chemically homogeneous,
As will be discussed below, the magnitudes of Kfactors determined by these workers are not necessarily
independent of the counting strategies adopted by the
analyst.
The aim of this paper is therefore to: (l) Establish a
rigorous derivation of the equation K : S/Ve. (2)
Discuss the conditions under which this equation may be
used as an indicator of apalytical precision for electron
microprobe analyses.(3) Demonstrate the application of
K-factors as homogeneity indices for prospective electron microprobe standards and compare it with Boyd er
al.'s (1967)criteria.

temperaturecontrolled environment and by fitting a Cartesian manometer to the flow counter gas supply. One
complete analysis for l0 elementsincluding online ZAF
correction could be completed in approximately 12 minutes. The instrument was normally recalibrateddaily and
the consistency of data was checked by analyzing as an
unknown an in-house multi-element secondary mineral
standardselectedto match the composition of the mineral
type under study.
Data presented here was obtained from one of the inhouse secondary standards-a basaltic glass Al I 93-11-5
(Staudigel 1979); from four mineral standards obtained
from the Smithsonian Institution: olivine (San Carlos)
usNrr,rI I I 3 I 2I 444, plagioclase(labradorite) usNM I I 5900,
Kanakui augite usNIr,t122142and Kanakui anorthoclase
usNtrr 133868(Jarosewich et al., 1980)and finally from
three minerals circulated for homogeneity screening by
Ingamells(1980);pyroxenePSU 5-180,pyroxenePSU 5182 and biotite R2208. Representative grains of these
minerals were mounted in epoxy resin at one end of a
brass tube and polished down to a I p,m diamond finish
before being carbon coated for analysis.

Methods
All analyses presented here were performed on a
CambridgeInstruments Microscan 9 electron microprobe
using two wavelength dispersive spectrometers under
computer control. Operating conditions were 20 kV accelerating voltage, 30 nA beam current with the probe
beam defocused to about 15 pm diameter to reduce the
effects of decomposition in beam sensitive minerals. The
instrument was calibrated for quantitative analysis using
the mineral standardslisted in Table l. Count times were
selectedso that during calibration, a minimum of 100,fiX)
X-ray counts per element were accumulated on each
mineral standard. For the analysis of unknowns, a compromise between precision and analysis time was
achievedby programming count times such that a total of
50.fi)0 counts would be accumulated for an element
presentatthe lo%ooxide level.
Derived count times were then rationalized to 30 or 50
secondsas appropriate to make best use of analysis time
as dictated by the computer operating system. All count
rates were automatically corrected for dead-time and
probe current drift effects. Particular care was taken to
enhanceinstrument stability by maintainingthe probe in a

Derivation of K-factor equation
A derivation of the equation K = S/VC is found in the
Appendix where it is shown that for a given element in a
homogeneousmaterial,

rf<lr:s/Vct<3Vf
providing errors arise from Poisson counting statistics
only.
f is a constant for a specified element and specified
analytical conditions and may be regardedas a sensitivity
x
factor. It is equal to:
T'
.l.ZAF'
(Np - Ns), Tu ZAF,

f = C l .' C P R .

Table l. Details of mineral standardsand K-factor normalization parameters
I"]INERAL
STANDARo

Si

wollastonite
rutile
jadelte
fayalite
metal
forsterlte
wollastonite

AI
lln
Ivlg
Na

Jadeite
synthetic

For ldentification
Tu1 la th"

count

of

KCI

24.O5
59.95
13'24
52,95
1 00
25.52
34.16
11,2O
52.45

equals f

T
s
tsl

2.139
1,66E
1 ,889
1.286
1.29'l
1.658

20
15
30
30
20
30
20
40
15

' t. 3 s s
1.348
I .205

ELEI"IENTCOUNT
RATE ON STANDARD

t1

I

30
30
30
50
50
30
30
30
30

25
15
29
66
56
45
11
73
11

(s)

l

0,3222
0 .4349
0.2836
0,4375
0.4853
0,22a1
0.38S5
0.2093
0,3627

10250
34500
4300
5150
11050
4700
21600
1040
27800

0 . 0 13
0.010
0.014
0.016
0.015
0.017
0.009
0.022
0.009

symbols - see Appendlx '1.

time actually

Tu 1s the count time required
f1

CPR

C
.-'

ELEI1ENT

us€d to

determlne

data presented

to accumulate 50,000 counts tf

(Equatton 2, Appendlxl

wtth

here.

10? of the element were present.

ZAFslZAFu set to unlty

and Tu set

to Tul

(see text

for

details).
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(See Equation 2, Appendix)
(See Appendix for the definition of symbols)
This expression may be greatly simplified by setting
individual elementcount times equal to:
50,000

t"=T.ci.CpR
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ments, it has been assumedthat background counts are
insignificant in comparison with peak counts and that
diferences in the ZAF correlation factors between standards and unknowns are negligible.

T-

N;:.il.

(see Equation 7, Appendix)

Testing the hypothesis
Precision in routine analysis

The validity of the K-factor equation was tested on
minerals of known homogeneity under two sets of circumstances.First, the samegrain of basalticglass(Al l93-ll-5) was analyzed over a 5 month period and the
meanof 54 suchdeterminationsis listed in Table 2. These
data represent typical day to day precision levels taking
into accountboth long term instrumental drift and calibration discrepancies.As a second indicator, the precision
obtained within single operating sessionsfrom the analysis of different grains of minerals of proven homogeneity
0.014<tK=s/vcl<0.M2
was measuredby analyzing l0 to 12 individual grains of
each of the four usNu standards described previously.
Data for plagioclase(usNu I15900)are listed in Table 2 as
representativeof the worst case for these minerals.
Data in Table 2 show that for all elements present at
0 . 0 t 4 v c< s < 0 . 0 4 2 v c
above lVo oxide, analyzed means agree with expected
data to within the measured25 limits except for Al and
Na where there appearsto be a small but systematicbias.
(see Equation 9, Appendix)
This is of no consequenceto the argumentsto be develThis form of the equation is now applicable to all ele- oped below but illustrates the problem in relying on the
ments at any concentration level providing the specified accuracyof an individual and possibly non-representative
pre-conditions are met.
mineral grain as a standard. Data for both K-factors and
It should be noted that as well as being necessaryin
Boyd's homogeneity index are also listed in Table 2.
order to simplify the form of the K-factor equation, the These data suggestthat a higher degree of homogeneity
prerequisite of adjusting count times as described is a was obtained from the analysis of the single grain of
useful practice in any general analytical strategy since as basalticglassthan from the 10 to 12 grains ofplagioclase.
a consequence,all elements at equivalent concentration However for elements present in significant concentralevels are determined to equivalent counting precision.
tions, Boyd's index in general lies within the specified
From the above equation it may be predicted that the limit of 3.
measuredstandarddeviation (S), will be a linear function
As has already been noted, it is only possible to
of VC, with a high probability that for homogeneous comparedirectly K-factors for diferent elementsif count
materials, all data will plot between two lines represent- times have been adjusted to give comparable counting
ing limiting gradients of K : 0.014 and K = 0.042 precision. This criterion was only appreciated at a late
providing measured counting errors arise from Poisson stage in this work and all data presented here were
countingstatistics only.
analyzedusing the instrumental conditions listed in Table
Conversely it is possible to use this K-factor relationI with unknown count times rationalized to optimize
ship to predict the magnitude of the Poisson counting operating efficiency. Therefore to allow direct comparierror from element concentration alone and hence allow
son between precision and concentration for different
identification of additional errors due to instrumental or
elements, the measured standard deviation (S) was norsampleinhomogeneityefects.
malized by multiplying by the ratio 0.0l4ifft where fi is
The relationships presented above apply equally to Xthe value offcalculated from the actual parametersused
ray fluorescencedata since errors in this technique are to analyze a particular element (Table l) and 0.014
also governed by Poisson statistics. The generalform of
represents the value of Vf for 50,fi)0 counts per lUVo
the K-factor equation may also be applied to energy elementoxide.
dispersive microprobe data although in this case it is not
The resulting plot of Sr against VC (fig. l) demonpossibleto simplify the expressionby adjustingindividual stratesthe linear trend between these data with almost all
elementcount times.
points lying between two lines of gradient K = 0.014 (St
It should be emphasized that throughout these argu- : lo) and K : 0.042(S' : 3o). There is someindication
T, now representsthe count time required to accumulate
50,(X)0counts on a mineral containing l07o of the element
oxide. These figures have been arbitrarily chosen to
afford adequate counting precision in routine electron
microprobe analysis; alternatives are listed in the Appendix.
Under these conditions, the value of f simplifies such
that \f : 0.014and therefore:
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Table 2. Analysis and homogeneityindices of selectedminerals
DSOP EASALTIC GLASS
411 93-11-5
KnownCSKB0Y0
composition (n=54)

Tt0,
41,0!

1.30
'15.39

leu
I'ln0
Mon
Ca0
Na20
K,0

9.12
o.17
B,12
11.31
2.48
0.09

1.32
15.01
9.05
0.18
7,96
'tl.15
2,76
0.o7

TOTAL

9 9. 5 0

S S. 0 3

(1)
(2)
t3l

o,241
0.025
0.0s8
0.067
0 . 0 13
0.079
0.076
0.045
0.005

C
I n = ' 1 2)

Known
compositlon

0,O37
0.031
0.025
0.019
0.028
0.023
0.037
0 . 017
0.034

PYROXENE
PSU 5-160

PLAGIOCLASE
usNll 115900

2.42
2.29
1.62
1.28
2.44
1.43
2,63
0.s2

51.25
0.05
30.91
0.46
0.01
o.14
13.64
3.45
0.18

50.82
0.06
30.27
0.42
0.02
0.10
13.42
3.74
0.11

100.09

99.00

S

0.313
0.00s
o.176
0,019
0.007
0.013
o.'t17
0,076
0.010

K

0.048
0.056
0,O32
0.025
0.044
0.033
0.o52
0.025
0,050

BoYD

3.31
2,98
2,50
1.74
4.19
1.87

Known
composltlon

C
( n = 11 )

49.34
o.70
1 .04
2't,14
0 ,48
7,36
16.93
-

49.30
0.36
0 ,99
20,32
0 .54
7.9S
'19.18

99.5S

98.91

u.z3

S

o,524
0.205
0.058
o.575
0.026
o,142
o.372
0,027

0.O82 5.42
0.49030.91
0.059 3.83
0,111 7.A9
0.032 '1.81
0,O42 2.71
0.135 9.41
0 . 0 3 6 ' 1. 6 ' 1

1.70

Conc€ntration unlts = ut.Z oxlde
Expected compositions are from the following
glass, Staudlgel ('1979)j plagloclase,
Jarosewlch et al.
eourcest
basaltlc
(19801r pyroxene,C.0. Ingamells (person. comm.).
K the K-factor normalized to
C is the mean analysed value of n deternlnations,
fthis work); S 1s the standard devlationr
(see text) and'Boyd'the
standard countlng condltlons
homogeneity lndex after Boyd et a], t1967).

that data for values of C < 0.lVo exceedthe upper limit as
would be expected for measurementswhere background
counts are not negligible. Four data points (2 for Si and 2
for Ca) slightly exceed the Sr : 3o limit at higher
concentration levels. We would correlate this with larger
than expected standard deviations due to instrumental
errors, associatedwith the mechanicalre-alignmentof the
wavelength spectrometers.
We would therefore propose that overall, these measurementsderived from minerals of known homogeneity
under the specified preconditions fully suppon the Kfactor relationship:

for errors derived only from Poisson counting statistics,
under the analytical conditions noted previously.
The K-factor as a homogeneity index

If the above argumentsare accepted,then it is possible
to use the K-factor as a mineral homogeneity indicator
since the worst acceptable elemental counting precision
on our instrumentation is representedby the value K =
0.042.To test this hypothesis,three further minerals were
analyzed(biotite R220E,pyroxene PSU 5-180and pyroxene PSU 5-182).These are mineralswhich, having been
distributed for screening as possible standards, were
subsequentlyrejected on the grounds of doubtful homogeneity (Ingamells,1981).Mean data from 12 randomly
0.014<[K=S/VC]<0.042
selectedgrains ofone ofthis group (pyroxene PSU 5-180)
are presentedin Table 2 and the large increasein magnitude of the homogeneity index for some elements is
immediately apparent.
To investigate the discrimination afforded by the Kfactor in comparison with Boyd's homogeneity index,
data for both these parameters taken from all eight
o.1
analysedminerals are plotted in Figure 2. In this instance
E
the value if K has been normalized by the sensitivity
o
o
constant tf (s"" Table l) so that Kl\/F : I when Sr :
: 3 when SI : 3o. This allows direct
o
lo and Kl\/l
z
o
comparison to be made with Boyd's index.
There is good correlation between these two indices
0.0r
with all data plotting about the line of equivalence.Exact
equivalencehas not been achieved becauseZAF correction differencesand the effect ofbackground counts have
both been ignored in calculating K. Boyd ef a/. proposed
a limit of three as the point at which errors became
o.t
unacceptablylarge. Whereas most of the data for homoJd
geneousphaseslie within this limit, we would suggesta
Fig. 1. Plot of normalized standard deviation (S) (see text)
againstVe for data from five homogeneousminerals: O basaltic more realistic limit of four for data where instrumental
glass(All-93-ll-5), I olivine (usNM lll3l2/444), A plagioclase efects may make some contribution to measuredcount(usnu 115900),A Kanakui augite (usnv 122142)and tr Kanakui ing errors. This threshold correspondsto a value of K :
anorthoclase(usru l33E6E).
0.056(S : 4o).
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Appendix
Derivation of tbe K-factor equation
Let:
K
Cr
Np

: the "K-factor"
= element concentration, C = oxide concentration
(both expressedas wtVo)
= total accumulatedpeak counts
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: total accumulatedbackground counts
= measured standard deviation derived from concentration
: measured standard deviation derived from total
accumulatedpeak - background counts
= "true" standard deviation derived from Poisson
statistics
: count time
: ZAF correction factor
: compound ratio (to convert Vo element to Vo
oxide)

NB
S
Sr
o

T
ZAF
CPR

subscriptu : relatingto unknownanalysis
subscripts = relatingto standardanalysis
Then the concentration of an element oxide analyzed
against a standard by electron microprobe analysis is
given by:

c":$ffi'fi ., cPR
til'
(c.f. Long, 1977,Equation 6, p. 300)

(1)

: f(Np - Ns)u

c l-' c P R .

T'
(Np - Ns)"

I . zAF'
Tu ZAF"

n-l

Ifthe magnitudeofbackground counts may be neglected
in comparison with peak counts then subsituting Equations 5 and 6 into Equation 4:

I

-l'/'?
- NB)' - (Np - NB)'}'?

n-r

:vF@ovo)

K:.r(:)

where BOYD is Boyd's factor expressedin terms of net
peak area.
Examiningnow the constantf (Equation2).
Assuming ZAF"IZAF" : I and if Tu is adjusted to the
time required to accumulate 50,000 counts at the lDVo
elementoxide level (or alternative analytically acceptable
values)then:
50.000
l0

T"
'C: .CPR ' -------------:-(Np - Ns)"

0l

Substitutingthis value of \ into Equation2, the valueoff
now equals0.0002and Vf : 0.014

K:+:o.or4.q
VC"

o

(8)

Applying the same criteria proposed by Boyd et al.,
(1967)and applied by other workers (Jarosewichet a/.,
1980),the acceptablelimit to the value of Sr if errors are
causedby Poissoncounting statisticsalone is Sr < 3o.

substituting for C,:
s" ^=Lf [>{(Np

(6)

Under theseconditrons:

[>tc" - cu)2lt/2

L

tt)

Q)

From the definition of standarddeviation (see. for example, Bertin, 1975,Equation11.5,p. 463)
^

-

(Np + Ns)"-

o:

T,,
- =

wherefis a constantfor a given elementat any concentration under constant calibration and analvtical conditions
given by
f:

and according to Poisson counting statistics (see Bertin,
1975,p.474, Equation11.20)

I

(3)

Therefore from a practical point of view, limits may be
placed on Equation 8 as follows:

o . o r 4 f<* : - L l
L

Thus from Equation I and 3, and given the relation

VC"I

<0.042

S
--'--.

K:

vc'

0.014vc" < s < 0.042vc"

(9)

!{(Np - Ne)u - (N, - N"l,}2

n-l
Ns)ult"
tNp

K:VF

)'"

(4)

But by definition
c,

":L

[>{tNr

- N s ) u- ( S - N ; ) " } 2 - l ' / 2

"-r

I

(5)

If diferent counting criteria were adopted, the limits of
the K-factor would vary according to the number of
counts accumulatedat the lUVooxide level as follows:
50,000counts accumulated: 0.014< K < 0.042
100,000counts accumulated: 0.010< K < 0.030
200,000counts accumulated: 0.007< K < 0.021
500.000counts accumulated: 0.004< K < 0.013

